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MAKE YOUR YES MEAN YES

I was asked to perform a lot of tasks while living in Bolivia. I was there to serve, after
all.
"Can you teach my religion class?" This, from a Salesian sister.
"Can you entertain the school children?" This, from a community leader.
"Can you come by our house later?" This, from a parent.
I always said yes - of course! happy to! - but never quite meant it. I was always hot,
always craving quiet time, always looking to think in English amidst the cacophony
of Spanish.
My 'yes' did not really mean ‘yes’.
And yet, I had said 'yes' to the opportunity to spend a year living among the people
of Bolivia; the desire was there even if I struggled to maintain that ardent ‘yes’ in the
day-to-day.
St. Ignatius says that's okay, so long as we're honest - and keep Jesus' challenge at
the forefront of our minds. So, what to do?
Let us pray for the desire to make our 'yes' mean ‘yes’ - and trust that God will sort
things out from there.

PRAYER
Lord God,
you know our hearts and you know our desires.
You know that sometimes all we have is the desire to desire something.
Be with us as we struggle to respond to your invitations in our life,
or to the invitations of those around us, with an open heart,
ready to do your will.
Amen.
- Jesuit Prayer team
SOURCE: Eric Clayton, www.JesuitPrayer.org
Eric A. Clayton is the author of Cannonball Moments: Telling Your Story, Deepening Your Faith,
and the deputy director of communications at the Jesuit Conference of Canada and the United States.
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IS ANYBODY LISTENING?

REFLECT
There are seasons in our life where we feel absolute loneliness--feeling unheard by
both God and those in our lives. The promise of Jesus is that he knows this loneliness,
and experienced it through his incarnation. When we feel ourselves in this space may
we turn to the one who never leaves us, because he, too, knows the pain of feeling
unheard.

PRAY
To the God who listens, who knows the depth of heart
and the pain that entraps me in lonely moments,
let me stumble upon your revelation around me today.
Let me be drawn closer to the heart of the Incarnational Christ,
who knows the pain of feeling unheard.
May I be seen and heard, and know that you are with me always.
Amen.

ACT
Take time today to do something for yourself that brings you joy.
Remember that the joy you experience -no matter its size -is a reminder of God with you.

SOURCE: www.francisanmedia.org
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WE’RE ALL IN THIS PLAYGROUND TOGETHER

This past weekend was a hot one. And I hate the heat.
Yet, somehow, Saturday morning found me at a playground. I was sweating, regretting my choice of
shirt and sucking down the iced coffee I'd procured from the nearby farmer's market like it was a glass
of water. The shady bits of the playground were few and far between, and draining my drink with no
bathroom in sight only added to my deep discomfort. I stood quietly by myself, biding the time, trying
to move as little as possible.
Despite the heat, the playground was filled with people: parents clearly eager to see their children
burn off some energy. And burn they did, running from the playhouse to the swings to the little
garden to the three hot pink play cars - seemingly unaware of the sweltering climate.
Two of the cars were battery-operated, though those batteries had failed long ago - likely the reason
they'd wound up at the public playground in the first place. My eldest daughter had popped the hood
of the car and was pulling at the wires, desperate to make the thing run. A little boy wandered over,
lending his support to my daughter's misguided mechanical endeavor.
I was loath to leave the shade of the only tree at the park, but I was even more loath to see my
daughter inadvertently electrocute herself from someone's hand-me-down oversized Hot Wheel toy.
"I don't think that's going to work," I said.
"Smart idea, though." This, from the dad of the little boy; he'd also braved the blazing sun.
"True," I conceded. Then, "Man, it's hot."
He nodded.
The climate of our shared discourse is something like that hot playground: uncomfortable, unpleasant
and brutal. We'd all rather flee to the trees and hunker down in the shade of tweets, ideology and
self-righteousness. In an environment such as this, we do all we can to avoid exposing our raw,
vulnerable selves to the bite of the sun's burn.
And yet.
No matter how high the heat has been cranked up in this playground of life, we're in it together. As
much as I'd like to stand still and alone, it's incumbent upon me as a human being to step out into the
sun and engage the humanity of those others gathered around me, to listen to their stories and share
mine.
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The question isn't if we should step out and share of ourselves; the question is for what? What is it
that will ultimately push us to step up and out of our shade and relative comfort to encounter
another person, a person who is different from us - another person who has their share of struggles
and joys, challenges and fears? Another person who is loved just as much by the same God who loves
us.
What's the toddler-getting-electrocuted-by-toy-car scenario that will move you from the shade? Are
you prepared to encounter another person - perhaps very different from you - who might have been
moved by the same thing?
Dialogue, encounter, vulnerability - these are hard things, and not ones easy to come by in this
current moment. It takes courage and faith to see in another person - a person with whom we may
disagree, a person who we may not understand - the image and likeness of God.
Let's remember this: On the hot, sunny playground of life, Jesus isn't the one sequestered in the
shade; Jesus is the one in a big floppy hat handing out buckets of sunscreen and glasses of lemonade.
And loving each of us all the more.
SOURCE: www.Jesuits.org , Eric Clayton

Sometimes, we are left with the impression that things die out completely. In fact, the second law of
thermodynamics claims that such termination is the destiny of all organic life. The piece of coal
thrown into the fire can never be restored to its original form. An important transformation takes
place, however, as the burning of that coal generates heat energy that propels technology to create
a range of new entities. The piece of coal has not come to naught. Its true identity as an
energy-bearing structure continues in a range of new forms, which cannot be perceived, understood,
or accessed in the original form of the piece of coal. Viewing the natural world around us, we see
things growing, a vast range of life-forms becoming and developing through greater complexity. It is
often an untidy, even messy process (hence, the notion of chaos) and certainly does not follow a neat,
logical progression. Any process of development involving increasing levels of complexity, elegance,
and beauty will be accompanied by a considerable amount of destruction and waste. At every level
of life, creation and destruction are interwoven in evolution's trajectory.
from the book Paschal Paradox: Reflections on a Life of Spiritual Evolution,
by Diarmuid O'Murchu, page 6
SOURCE: www.francisanmedia.org
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THE GIFT OF TREES

Trees have a special way
of connecting me to the cosmic dance.
The leap of life fills my spirit
when I spend time with them.
I sense a dynamic energy there
waiting to be received by my spirit.
One morning when I was attending
a seminar in Louisville, I walked by
a pine tree whose arms were filled
with fresh spring growth.
The lime-green shoots
were a beauty to behold.
I stood there with the pine tree,
opening my hands,
and asked to receive the energy
and the beauty of that life-filled tree.
Today: I receive energy from nature

SOURCE: The Star in My Heart, page 25. Joyce Rupp
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